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19. PROMISE 

Intro Riff:  Em  G  A  Em    D11  E11     Gm7add11  Am7add11     D11  E11    B7#9 

 Em G  Eb          Em G  Eb 
1       Feel I’m caught in a  riptide     swimming fast as I can 
2      I feel I’m caught in a  twister    hit by a blizzard of sound 
3 - instrumental 
4      The odds are much  shorter    that we’re gonna survive 

 Em G  Eb         Em G  Eb 
1      Lost all sense of di- rection     and drifting further from 
2      Powerless to   re- sist her     I feel my feet leave the  
3 - instrumental 
4      The heat’s getting  hotter     and burning the 

   Dm7/D  G/D   Bb/D C/D  G/D F/D Am7 Gm7          
1   Land   that’s  sink-  ing   are  you  think- ing  
2   Ground  that’s  shak- ing   are  we  break- ing 
3 - instrumental 
4    Lives  we  want- ed  took for grant- ed 

      Bb6           C9              
1  There’s a chance we might drown if   no-one backs down 
2       All that we had and it    wasn’t all bad 
3 - instrumental 
4    So what would you do  to  stop it being true 

 

CHORUS after V2 and V4 
   E     G#m A     B   E   G#m   F#m 
    Looking  for the  promise of  love    all  through my  life 

   E      G#m  A    B     
 And just when you think it’ll  all be  al-right   

  Cma7       \            \         \     
A. A House of Cards (with glassy shards), the cracks appear (screams in your ear)  
B. The Reaper stalks (while money talks),  when lies begin    (you’ll  never win) 

   D      \         \         \    B7#9 
A.  A tug of war, (a slamming door),  the madness spreads  (to take us a- way)  
B. The fire spreads (then drought is near), then floods appear (to take us a- way) 
  

Tuned down 2 (DGCFAD) - No capo 
120 bpm  4/4   
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PROMISE – Lyrics only 

 
Feel I’m caught in a riptide  
Swimming fast as I can 
Lost all sense of direction  
And drifting further from 
Land that’s sinking  
Are you thinking  
There’s a chance we might drown  
If no-one backs down 
 
I feel I’m caught in a twister  
Hit by a blizzard of sound 
Powerless to resist her  
I feel my feet leave the  
Ground that’s shaking  
Are we breaking 
All that we had  
And it wasn’t all bad 
 
Looking for the promise of love  
All through my life 
And just when you think  
It’ll all be alright  
 
A House of Cards (with glassy shards), the cracks appear (screams in your ear)  
A tug of war, (a slamming door), and madness spreads (to take us away)  
 
The odds are much shorter that we’re gonna survive 
The heat’s getting hotter and burning the 
Lives we wanted took for granted 
So what would you do to stop it being true 
 
Looking for the promise of love  
All through my life 
And just when you think  
It’ll all be alright  
 
The Reaper stalks (while money talks), when lies begin (you’ll never win) 
The fire spreads (when drought is near) then floods appear (to take us away) 
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